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More efficient testing
with orangeSwitch

Higher test bench
utilization

Increase the degree of automation and the utilization of your HiL systems: The patented orangeSwitch al-

With orangeSwitch you will achieve better utiliza-

lows for automated changeover between control units at an HiL system. You can automatically test different

tion of your HiL system during nights and weekends

devices one by one. The degree of automation increases and the error rate of the plug connections decreases.

and reduce idle times through sequential tests of

orangeSwitch is independent of the used HiL system, powerfully scalable, and available for a variety of
bus systems and signal types. The control of actuators is also possible.

multiple variations.

Lower error rate

Test-automation
Through the changeover using orangeSwitch, me-

Ethernet

chanical and electrical errors that can arise from
frequent reconnecting are avoided. The use of

The most important
advantages

High degree of
automation
With remote-controlled changeover, you can automatically switch control units on or off or carry out
automated test sequences for different ECUs and
variations without manually reconnecting.

high-quality components thereby allows for changing to high-frequency bus systems like FlexRay.

Test-bed-independent
control & monitoring
Upon installation, orangeSwitch doesn’t require
changes to the test bed, plug, or cable and can be
used on nearly every test system.

Configurations – Housing variations

Configurations – Plug-in cards

orangeSwitch is built to be scalable and can therefore be adapted to different applications.

Depending on the housing variation, a different number of plug-in cards can be built into the orangeSwitch.

Assemble your orangeSwitch from the necessary plug-in cards and the desired housing variation.

orangeSwitch also supports all common signal types.

Choose your
housing variation

Housing variation
Compact (9 HU)

Standalone (18 HU)


Plug-in cards
 Up to 25

 Up to 55

Select your plug-in cards
Standard

Infotainment

 Bus systems: LIN, CAN, CAN-FD,

 Bus systems: MOST

FlexRay, BroadR-Reach
 45 signals (max 6A, 60V)

Slot for server
cabinet (27 HU)

 Up to 85

 Forcibly actuated safety relays ensure

reliable changeover
 Monitoring of changeover state

enables feedback in case of an error

Special (per request)
 Individually switchable to replicate

special switch tasks
 Different plug types possible, also

customer-specific plugs
 16 signals (max 3A, 30V)

I need...

I need...

…the opportunity to be able to test different integrated
networks at an HiL system without being there in person

…more utilized test time at my HiL system
orangeSwitch automatically changes over between control units with different software and hardware variations. This enables us to test different combinations overnight

At our HiL systems, we test different infotainment sub-systems from different vehicle generations. The systems aren’t

without having to do it by hand: This increases the utilization of the test beds and pre-

always where the developers are. orangeSwitch then remotely changes over between complete sub-systems and
I need...

…an opportunity to be able to automatically switch
between real and simulated consumers
At our HiL system, we test both real consumers as well as virtual load simulation. With orangeSwitch,
we automatically change over between hardware and simulation and can therefore, for example,
have different tests run automatically over the weekend.

therefore enables us to test different systems at a test bed without sitting right at the test bed itself or requiring
multiple test beds.

Test-bed utilization
with orangeSwitch *

* Example of a typical test case
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serves the control units’ plugs.
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